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' a) Explain the simpiex procedure

to solve a iinear programming problem. what
is the difference between the simplex method and exhaustive enumeration of
feasible comer points of the constrained region ?

b) Explain the use of artificial variables in linear programming and describe a
method to solve such

2. a) Describe

problems.

-

the revised simplex procedure for the solution of 1inear programming

problem. Explain why

it is superior to the usual simplex

method.

b) Define primal problem and dual problem. prove that dual of a given primal

is

again primal.

UNIT _

3. a) Derive the Kuha

II

-

Tucker conditions for the problem of maximising t(x)
subject to the constraints g(x) < b and x > 0. Show also that these conditions
are sufficient if f(x) is concave and g(x) is convex.

b) what

is meant by quadratic programming ? How does quadratic programming
problem differ from the linear programming problem ?

4. a) Describe briefly the wolfe's method for solving a quadratic programming
probiem.

b) Describe recursive equation approach to solve dynamic programming
problems.
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5. a) Sftat is a queue ? Explain the basic elements of

queues.

b) For a single server, Poisson arrival and exponential service time queueing
system, obtain the steady state equations satisfied by the probability pn of n
customers in the system and hence obtain pr.

6. a) For a {(MIM/C): (."iFCFS)} queueing model, derive the expression for
(i) the steady state equation (ii) expected number of customers in the queue,
and (iii) expected number of customers in the system.
b) For a { N4/G/I) : ( /FCFS) } queueing model, derive the pollaczek - khintchine
""
(P - K) formula for expected number of cusiomers in the system.
UNIT

7. a)

_ IV

Describe the basic characteristics of an inventory system.

b) with usual notations derive the EoQ formula for the production model with
shortages.

8. a) Discuss the EOQ problem'"vith two price

breaks.

b) Discuss the problem of inventory control when the stochastic demand

is

unilbrm, production of commodity is instantaneous and lead time is negligible.

UNIT

-

V

9. a) What is game theory ? Describe a two - person zero-sum game. Explain the
method of solving a zero-sum two-person game as a linear programming
problem.

b) What is a repiacement problem ? Develop a model for the replacement of
equipment whose maintenance costs are incurred in the beginning of the
different time periods and value of money changes with time.
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10. a) A project consists of acrivities A, B, C - - , H, I. The notation X < y means
that the activity X must be completed before y can start and X, y < w means
w will start only after completion of the activities X and y. with this notation.
construct the network diagram for the following constraints :

A <D; A < E; B <F; C < G; D <H; E, F <I
The project has the following time schedules of the above activites

:

Task:ABCDEFGHI
Optimistic time :
5 18 26 16 15 6 j 7
Pessimistic time :
10 22 4A 20 25 12 12 9
Most likely time :
8 20 33 1g 2A 9 10 g
Determine the following

3
-5

4

:

i) Expected task times and their variances.
ii) The duration of the project that wiil have 95vo chance of being

completed.

b) write a short note on Monto-Carlo simulation. Exptain the use of MontoCarlo Simulation in inventory.

